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Abstract - Searching in Relational database is not an easy task. Researchers made many different techniques to make 
searching easier and produce effective results. One of the main function was to make a system in such a way even a ignorant 
can query efficientlyand retrieve a good result and at lesser cost of retrieval. So we have selected some of the techniques and 
evaluated them. When the size of the database increases it becomes even tough to retrieve the results using SQL. The 
Technique of searching must be optimum to give the requested information in a given time based on the user request. Since 
large volume of information has to be processed, there is need for an optimum order for ranking the queries to make 
searching more efficient. On-the-fly search is a method which gives answers when user types a query, one after the another 
character by character. This system which retrieve answers when a user enters query keywords is on-the-fly search or search-
as-you-type or type-ahead-search. Our main aim is to propose a system using fuzzy algorithm with autocompletion feature 
which can improve the searching performance by retrieving the optimum search results and improving the performance of 
the algorithm by reducing the time required for generating the results.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Extracting information from the big volume of data is 
called as Data mining. In Relational database table, 
rows and columns are used. Keyword Search is latest 
technique in database search. User simply types a 
keyword for looking out and gets a result associated 
with that keyword. The tuples linked to database keys 
like foreign keys and primary key the solution lies in 
keyword search on relational dataset. Traditional 
information systems return answer only after the 
submission of the entire query. When the user does 
not have enough knowledge about data lying below 
they often feel “left blind”, and have to use the luck 
approach for collecting information.  
 
Conventional approaches have the advantage of 
getting results well by strong performance but its 
major drawback is duplicating indexes and data which 
results in additional hardware costs. User search 
experiences are improved by the system which 
provides instant reaction as users prepares the search 
queries. Autocompletion is supported by nearly all 
search engines and online search forms, they 
givesrelevant answers “on the fly” as a user types in 
character by character. The user searches something in 
the system. The database gives the results with already 
searched or with the queries mostly searched. .When 
you start a search on Google, you can find information 
faster by looking at search predictions.  
 
Predictions in searching are possible search terms you 
can use that are related to the terms you’re typing 
and what other people are looking for [1]. Consider an 
example at Youtube, Inc. is a provider of on-demand 
video streaming media available to viewers in all of 
parts of World except Pakistan . when a user enter a 

keyword s, it will show the results with Star, starwars, 
stark etc. Again if user enter another keyword it will 
show some different results, the user will get help 
from database to understand the actual query of the 
user. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 
We have studied different techniques to search on 
SQL Relational databases below are some of them. 
Li et al. studied the use of indexes which is stored as 
tables can increase performance of searching. They 
demonstrated searching in a database using many 
different techniques and compared them to show that 
which can work better. They gives solutions for 
single-keyword and multikeyword queries, and 
developed the technique for fuzzy search using SQL 
[13]. 
 
Ji et al. proposed “interactive, fuzzy search”, which 
findsthe underlying data as the user types in query 
keywords. Their framework permits the user to search 
data as they type [4]. 
 
Chaudhari et al. proposed a to capture error in 
keywords and find the relevant results.Their study 
demonstrated the effectiveness of different algorithms 
[5]. 
 
Li et al. proposed a method for keyword search in the 
relational world, called Tastier. They find appropriate 
results by type ahead search by joining tuples, they 
developed an index structures and algorithms. [6]. 
 
Qin et al. proposed a system to find all the 
interconnected tuple structures for a given keyword 
query. They used three different types of 
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interconnected tuple structures. The main idea behind 
their approach is tuple reduction.[7]. 
 
Li et al. proposed a DBease. It permitted users to find 
data “on the fly”.They developed various techniques 
to improve search with keywords andSQL-based 
searchfor improving user experiences. Search as-you-
type help user’s to know the data inside the database 
[8]. 
 
Feng et al proposed a Compact Steiner Tree 
(CSTree), which is used to answer top-k keyword 
queries efficiently. Their method can be implemented 
using a relational database. [12]. 
 
III. PROPOSED METHOD – EXISTING 
SYSTEM DRAWBACKS AND OVERCOMING 
WITH AUTOCOMPLETION 

 
Our project is influenced from the existing search 
system in various DBMS systems like Oracle, 
Microsoft SQL server, MySQL etc. Many database 
system provides prefix searching capability but it is 
not supported by all the types of database special in 
the relational database. In the existing sytem for type-
ahead or on-the-fly search the authors had developed 
a sytem which uses two different types of methods 
for searching a data using relevant keyword. First 
method was called as Exact Search in which in which 
one has type the exact words of the particular record 
.Consider an example if we make search as “ acta 
inf.” in a database it will try to find the exact copy 
word and gives the results and other was using Fuzzy 
algorithm. Fuzzy helps to find the results if we type 
the words incorrectly [13]. Both the method was 
again classified into many different method. 
The Problem with the exact search was it takes more 
time for finding the results and an ignorant user will 
always find it difficult to search in the given database, 
one can say that the user was “left in dark“. So it is 
better to neglect this method. The Other Problem was 
not with the fuzzy algorithm but with the 
underutilization of the fuzzy algorithm, because it 
was just useful when we type the word incorrectly. 
Many Studies have shown that the fuzzy can be 
useful for finding answer in a database, whenever it 
will be used different manner. If resources of the 
Fuzzy are properly utilized it can generate efficient 
results at reduced time. 
We proposed a system which will makes the efficient 
use of fuzzy algorithm. We developed the system 
with “autocompletion feature” which will find the 
relevant record. It can find proper answer just by 
typing few number of keywords or we call it few 
character it will autocomplete our queries at reduced 
time interval. With the help of this autocompletion 
feature an unknown user also can make an effective 
search. So we are adding this autocompletion feature 
in some existing fuzzy technique.     

 
Many system store their data in relational database,so 
supporting on the fly search in such database is a 
challenge. SQL and Oraclesupport prefix search. But 
this is not supported by relational database. 
 
We implemented different method for Searching 
Keyword using Fuzzy Autocompletion Technique 
they are as follows – 
 
Fuzzy Autocompletion  
 
A) Using Single Keyword  
i) No Index Method - User Defined Function 
ii) Index Method - UDF, Gram Based, Neighborhood 
Method. 
 
B) Using Multi Keyword: 

 i) Intersect                                                 
 ii)  Full Text Indexes 
 iii) Word Level Incremental Computation 
 

Fuzzy Autocompletion 
 
Fuzzy logic.Fuzzy is used to handle logic value of 
partial truth. It ranges between completely false to 
completely true. Dr. Lofti Zadeh coined the term 
Fuzzy first time at University of California at 
Berkeley in the 1960s. 
Autocompletionis a feature in which an system shows 
the remaining’s of a word as user types [16]. In GUI, 
user presses the tab key to agree to a query shown by 
the system or using down arrow key to accept one of 
several suggested queries. 
Here we are combining the Fuzzy with the 
autocompletion and this is how it works below 
 
Let's say we have five names. Dustin,David, 
Damarcus, Daniel, , and Russ. when a user types in d. 
We would match Dustin and Damarcus. Likewise, if 
we typed in us, we would get an output of Damarcus, 
Dustin, and Russ. 
 
var names = [, 'Dustin','David', 'Damarcus','Daniel', 
'Russ']; 

            function matchnames(input)  
{ 

var reg = new 
RegExp(input.split('').join('\\w*').replace(/\W/, 
""), 'i'); 
{ 

return names; 
} 
 }); 
} 
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TABLE 1 
Table dblp: Example ofPublication Table  

 
 

Single-keyword Queries 
 
3.1: No Index Method 
 
3.1.1 User-Defined Functions (UDF) 
A simple way to support on-the-fly is towrite an SQL 
query that matches every record and chech whether 
the record is an reply for the query. Consider an 
Example if we are searching for a query keyword “ri” 
so we can get results from record which contain the 
“tric” anywhere in the word that might be an electric 
or Trick . It can be prefix or postfix or can be Infix. It 
will find the resultant anwer very fast and the 
precision also increases as the number of keyword 
will increase. We use a UDF PXD(w,s)this returns 
the maximal edit distance to be extended. 
 

PXD(‘‘pri’’,r10[title])  
=PXD(‘‘pri’’,‘‘privacy in database 

publishing)=4 
 
as r10 contains a prefix “pri” with extend distance of 
4 to the query. An earlt termination can increase the 
performance. 
 
3.2: Index-Based Methods 
Prefix search is provided by some databases only. 
However, this feature is not provided by all database. 
So we developed a new method to be used in all 
database. 
 
Inverted-index table 
In this table ids are assigned to the keywords by 
alphabetical order and then created an inverted-index 
table IT with records in the form (kid, rid), where 
“rid” is id of a record  and  “kid” is id of a keyword 
which have the keyword. If we type a complete word, 
then inverted-index table find records with that 
particular keyword. 
 
Prefix table 
 We developed a prefix table PT with records (p, lkid, 
ukid), where p is a prefix of a keyword, the largest id 

(ukid) of those keywords having p as a prefixand the 
smallest id is (lkid) of those keywords in the table T 
having p as a prefix. Prefix of a complete word must 
have an ID in the keyword range (lkid, ukid),  
 

TABLE 2 
The Inverted-Index Table and Prefix table 

 

 
 
For example, Table 2 showsthe prefix table and  the 
inverted-index table for the records in Table 1. Since 
keyword k8 (“sigmod”) is in record r3 the inverted-
index table has a tuple (k8, r3). The prefix table has a 
tuple (‘‘sig’’k7, k8) since keyword keyword k8 
(“sigmod”) is the maximal id of keywords with a 
prefix “sig.”  and k7 (“sigir”) is the minimal id of 
keywords with a prefix “sig”. The range of ids of 
keywords with a prefix “sig” must be in(k7, k8). 
 
3.2.1 UDF 
For a keyword w, wecan use a User Defined Function 
to get its matchingprefixes.. Each prefixcan be scan in 
PT and the UDF can be called to see if the prefix is 
same asw.  
 
SELECTT.* FROMPT, IT , T 
WHEREPEDTH(w, PT , prefix, T) AND 
PT .ukid≥ IT .kidANDPT .lkid   ≤ IT .kidAND 
 
IT .rid = T.rid. 
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3.2.2Gram-Based Method 
To support approximate string search there are many 
q-gram-based methods .If given string S, its q-grams 
are its substrings with length q. To find having a 
resemblance in appearance prefixes of a query 
keyword w, besides maintaining the inverted-index 
table and the prefix table, we need to create a q-gram 
table GT with records in the form <p, qgram>, where 
p is a prefix in the prefix table and qgram is a q-gram 
of p. 

 
Fig. 1.  q-gram Table and the Neighborhood Generation Table. 
 
3.2.3Neighborhood Based Method 
Neighborhood-generation-based method to support 
close to the actualstring search [14] is proposed by 
Ukkonen. We then enhanced the method support 
fuzzy on the fly search. Given Below Table 3 gives a 
neighborhood-generation table. Consider when a user 
types in a keyword “pvldb,” we get the prefixes in DT 
that have i-deletion neighborhoods in {“pvldb,” 
“vldb,” “pldb,” “pvdb,” “pvlb,” “pvld”}. Here we 
find “vldb” similar to “pvldb” with edit distance 1. 
 

TABLE 3Neighborhood-Generation Table (T = 1) 

 
This method is fine for smaller words. But on the 
otherhand, it is not efficient for longer words, 
especially for longer edit-distance thresholds 
 
IV. MULTIKEYWORD QUERIES 
 
These Queries are formed by combination of more 
than one keyword 
 
4.1 Computing Answers from Scratch  
If Query Q is a multikeyword querywith m 
keywordsw , w , w .,w .We can obtin answers 
from scratch in two ways.  
 
4.1.1 “INTERSECT” Operator: This operator 
simply computesrecords for each and every keyword 
used in the previous methods and combine records for 

different keywords to generate the results by the 
“INTERSECT” operator  
 
4.1.2 Using Full-text Indexes: For finding records 
using Full-text indexes CONTAINS commandwhich 
matches the first m complete keywords by using our 
methods to search wordswhich matchesthe last prefix 
keyword. Lastly, join the results. This may lead to 
degraded results if precomputed results are applied to 
this method. To overcome this problem we used 
Word level incremental computation  
 
4.2 Word-Level Incremental Computation 
To evaluate from scratch and answer a query we used 
previously generated results. Consider a user has 
typed keywordsin a query Q withw ,w  ..w , we 
created a temporary table CQ to cache the record ids 
of query Q. If the user types in a new keyword wmþ1 
and submits a new query Q’ with keywords w ,w  
..w , w  .We use temporary table CQ to 
incrementally answer the new query. 
 
For query Q, the C  contains all the results, we verify 
whether the records in  C  contain keywords with the 
prefix w  of new query Q’. We then issue the 
following SQL query to answer keyword query Q’ 
using C : 
SELECT T * FROM  P  I ,  C , T 
WHERE  P  .prefix = “w ” AND 
 P  . ukid ≥   I  .kid AND  P  .lkid ≤   I  .kid AND 
 I  .rid =  C :rid AND  C .rid = T.rid. 
 
In Fuzzy search, consider the character-level 
incremenal method. We findS  first by using the 
our incremental method for the new keyword wmþ1, 
and then use ST

wmþ1 for finding the resultant query. 
Based on C , we use the following SQL query to 
answer  Q′ 
SELECT T:  FROM S  ,  P  ,  I ,  C , T. 
WHERE S  .prefix =  P  .prefix AND 
 P  .ukid ≥  I .kid AND  P  .lkid  ≤ I . kid AND 
 I .rid =  C .rid AND  C .rid = T.rid. 
 
If the user changes the keyword  w  of query Q to 
w ′

′  and enters a query with keywords w ,w  
..w ,w ′

′ , we can use the cached answers of query 
w ,w  ..w  to answer the new query using our 
approach mentioned above.  
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Fig. 3. Incrementally computing first-N answers 

 
V. DATA SETS 

 
We are using the dblp computer science bibliography 
dataset in this research work [50].We collected 
datasets from dblp and got total of 207792 records 
whose size is greater than 1.5 gigabytes which we got 
after extraction. The raw data which we got was in 
the xml format .we then filtered it in the excel 
format(.xlsx) and used this datasets in our work. 
 
VI. RESULTS 

 
6.1 Fuzzy Single keyword search with 
Autocompletion 

 
Single-keyword queries: The performance of 
different methods for computing single-keyword 
queries are analyzed. We performed searching using 
the four methods and compared the performance 
using time as criteria. 

 
1. No Index UDF. 
2. Index UDF. 
3. Gram based method (“Gram”). 
4. Neighborhood-generation-based method ( 

“NGB”). 
 
So here are the Comparison of the simple fuzzy 
search and Fuzzy with Autocompletion   

 
Fuzzy Single keysearch Simple vs Autocompletion 

 
  

 
 

Graph 1 Simple Fuzzy vs Fuzzy with Autocompletion 
We can clearly see that the results obtain from the 
Autocompletion method is better as it takes less 
amount of time to compute the same queries and 
gives a better results. 
 
6.2 Fuzzy Multikeyword Search with 
Autocompletion 
 
For multikeyword we used three different methods  
1) Intersect Operator 
2) Full Text Indexes 
3) Word Level Incremental  

 
Graph 2. Mutltikeyword-Existing vs Autocompletion 

 
Here is the comparison between the Multikeyword 
queries using the autocompletion. We can clearly see 
that the performance of our autocompletion method is 
better than the previously existing method. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Searching with keyword helps us to understand the 
underlying data. Autocompletion feature saves much 
of human efforts and also increases search 
performance. We enhanced the existing methods of 
Fuzzy and developed a novel approach of Fuzzy with 
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Autocompletion with gives better performance with 
more precise results. 
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